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From Momentum to Marvel, a Conversation With Tyler Cowen
November 19, 2015


F A C T O R / S T Y L E  I N V E S T I N G

I recently sat down for an interview with the economist Tyler Cowen, a professor at George Mason University and co-author, with Alex
Tabarrok, of the popular economics blog Marginal Revolution. Our conversation, at GMU’s Mercatus Center, covers a lot on the very
basics we believe in (e.g., value and momentum) and (apologies in advance if you’re very focused on only quantitative finance) a lot of
other topics. It was a ton of fun for me to do. I hope it’s fun for you to watch.

A full transcript of the interview is available here.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Twm0-HbCpQA&list=FLECOG8Fuk-mBUN6ya-M6SOw&index=1
http://mercatus.org/tyler-cowen
http://marginalrevolution.com/
http://mercatus.org/content/about
https://medium.com/conversations-with-tyler/cliff-asness-986ba8e92b4f#.khoxd3ee8
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